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Assignment replacing Test-2 

COMP1005B – Winter 2020 

Due on Monday, March 23rd by 11:00 pm. 

 

Submission Guidelines: 

• Ensure your name and student number are at the top of any files submitted. 

• Submit all code files as .py files 

• Create a .zip file of all your files, even if there's only one (this helps TAs keep organized): 

o On Windows, select the files you want to include, right click, choose "Send to..." 

then "Compressed (zipped) folder" 

o On a mac, select the files you want to include, right click, and choose "Compress 

X Items" 

• Name your zip file Firstname_Lastname_StudID_AT2.zip, where Firstname and 

Lastname are to be replaced by your names, and StudID is to be replaced by your student 

Id number. 

• Submit your assignment using cuLearn. 

• Late assignments will not be accepted. 

• If your internet connection at home is down or does not work, we will not accept this as a 

reason for handing in an assignment late, so do not wait until the last minute to submit your 

assignment! 

• You are responsible for submitting all files and ENSURING that the correct file is 

submitted, and the submission is completed successfully. If you are having issues with 

submission, contact the instructor before the due date. 

 
 

For this assignment you will create simple (entirely text-based) versions of the following two card 

games. 

1. Game of War 

2. Game of Life N Death 

 

The user input: 

Your program (at2.py) should first provide a user interface where users can choose which game 

they want to play. (See the sample runs at the end of the specifications.)  

 

http://carleton.ca/culearn
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Representation of a deck of cards: 

The deck of cards will be simulated with integers of values from 1 to 13, where 1 represents the 

Ace, 11 the Jack, the Queen, and 13 the King – these integers also represent the face values of the 

cards. Each card should be displayed as a pair (tuple) of the suit and its value, e.g., (Spades : 10), 

(Clubs : Jack), (Hearts : 5), (Diamonds : Ace), etc. 

 

The Game of War: 

This is a game of 2 players and the goal of this game is to win the maximum points as follows. At 

the beginning of the game both players start with 0 points. The user can decide how many cards 

(num_cards) will be dealt for each hand. Each round both players will be dealt hands of 

num_cards cards each, where each card is worth a given face value. As long as players have cards 

in hands, the top card of each hand will be played. The player having the card with the higher face 

value will score 1 point (suits do not matter). If both cards have same value they will be ignored. 

When the hands are empty, the player with the higher point will be declared as the winner. 

Note that your program should: 

• Display current scores of both players. 

• Each time the players are dealt cards display their current hands. 

• Invalid user inputs should be met with a repeated prompt. 

• See the sample runs at the end of the specifications. 

 

The Game of Life N Death: 

This is also a game of 2 players and the goal of this game is to collect totLen (a user defined 

number) number of cards first. As before, the user can decide how many cards (num_cards) will 

be dealt for each hand and how many cards (totLen) should be collected to win. If the user enters 

values such that totLen < num_cards then your program must ask the user for valid numbers.  

To begin with, both players will be dealt hands of num_cards number of cards each, where each 

card is worth its face value. The players will play the top cards in their hands and the player having 

the card with higher face value takes both cards (this is one round). If both cards have the same 

value, they will be ignored. The game ends when one of the hands reaches totLen number of 

cards, (or the total number of round played exceeds 50). At the end, the player with the totLen 

(or the maximum number) of cards will be declared as the winner. Your program should print the 

winner and the total number of rounds played. 

Note that your program should: 

• Display current hands of both players. 
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• Invalid user inputs should be met with a repeated prompt. 

• See the sample runs at the end of the specifications. 

 

Program design requirements: 

Your code must be structured in a procedural style. That is, your code should have a main() 

function that acts as the starting point of your program. The main function should be responsible 

for starting, repeating, and ending your game. In addition, your program should have (at minimum) 

the following other functions: 

• create_deck() – returns the deck of cards (total 52 cards) [you can use part of the code 

from our lectures – might need some modifications] 

• print_deck(deck,suits,values) – returns nothing, prints the deck of cards as a pair 

of suit and value (suit : value) [you can use part of the code from our lectures - might need 

some modifications] 

• shuffle_deck(deck) – returns the shuffled deck, you must use a randomized technique 

to shuffle the order of the cards in the original deck [you can use part of the code from our 

lectures - might need some modifications] 

• deal(deck, num_cards) – returns two hands (lists) of cards each having num_cards 

cards dealt from the (shuffled) deck [you can use part of the code from our lectures - might 

need some modifications] 

• play_war(p1,p2,suits,values) – returns the winner and the winning score of the 

game 

• play_lifeNdeath(p1,p2,deck,suits,values,totLen) – returns the winner and 

the total number of rounds played 

Please note, your implementation should use the signatures (function names and expected 

parameters and return types) shown here. You are allowed to use full or part of the code that have 

been demonstrated during lectures – you may have to modify/redesign them to match the 

specifications. You are also encouraged to define any additional helper functions if you require. 

You should NOT make use of any global variables in your solution. You are NOT allowed to use 

any modules that have not been discussed in class. 

 

Sample run # 1: 

Select which game you want to play, enter 1 or 2. 
1. Game of War 
2. Game of Life N Death 
> 1 
How many cards you want to deal? 5 
 
Player 1's hand: 
(Clubs:4)(Hearts:4)(Spades:Jack)(Hearts:Jack)(Spades:6) 
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Player 2's hand: 
(Spades:Ace)(Diamonds:Queen)(Clubs:2)(Hearts:6)(Spades:King) 
 
Start>> 
Player 1:  Clubs 4 
Player 2:  Spades Ace 
Scores>> Player 1: 1, Player 2: 0 
Player 1:  Hearts 4 
Player 2:  Diamonds Queen 
Scores>> Player 1: 1, Player 2: 1 
Player 1:  Spades Jack 
Player 2:  Clubs 2 
Scores>> Player 1: 2, Player 2: 1 
Player 1:  Hearts Jack 
Player 2:  Hearts 6 
Scores>> Player 1: 3, Player 2: 1 
Player 1:  Spades 6 
Player 2:  Spades King 
Scores>> Player 1: 3, Player 2: 2 
 
The winner of this round is Player 1 with 3 points. 
 
 

Sample Run# 2: 
 
Select which game you want to play, enter 1 or 2. 
1. Game of War 
2. Game of Life N Death 
> 2 
How many cards you want to deal? 4 
What is the size of the winning hand? 7 
 
Player 1's hand: 
(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:9)(Hearts:4)(Spades:3) 
 
Player 2's hand: 
(Hearts:Ace)(Diamonds:10)(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:Ace) 
 
Start>> 
Player 1:  Diamonds 6 
Player 2:  Hearts Ace 
P1's hand 
(Hearts:9)(Hearts:4)(Spades:3)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:10)(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:Ace) 
Player 1:  Hearts 9 
Player 2:  Diamonds 10 
P1's hand 
(Hearts:4)(Spades:3)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:Ace)(Hearts:9)(Diamonds:10) 
Player 1:  Hearts 4 
Player 2:  Diamonds King 
P1's hand 
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(Spades:3)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:Ace)(Hearts:9)(Diamonds:10)(Hearts:4)(Diamonds:King) 
Player 1:  Spades 3 
Player 2:  Diamonds Ace 
P1's hand 
(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:Ace)(Spades:3)(Diamonds:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Hearts:9)(Diamonds:10)(Hearts:4)(Diamonds:King) 
Player 1:  Diamonds 6 
Player 2:  Hearts 9 
P1's hand 
(Hearts:Ace)(Spades:3)(Diamonds:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:10)(Hearts:4)(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:9) 
Player 1:  Hearts Ace 
Player 2:  Diamonds 10 
P1's hand 
(Spades:3)(Diamonds:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Hearts:4)(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:9)(Hearts:Ace)(Diamonds:10) 
Player 1:  Spades 3 
Player 2:  Hearts 4 
P1's hand 
(Diamonds:Ace) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:King)(Diamonds:6)(Hearts:9)(Hearts:Ace)(Diamonds:10)(Spades:3)(Hearts:4) 
 
The winner of Life N Death game is Player 2. Total round played: 7 
 
 

Sample Run# 3: 
 
Select which game you want to play, enter 1 or 2. 
1. Game of War 
2. Game of Life N Death 
> 2 
How many cards you want to deal? 10 
What is the size of the winning hand? 8 
Invalid input! 
 
How many cards you want to deal? 5 
What is the size of the winning hand? 7 
Player 1's hand: 
(Diamonds:Ace)(Hearts:Ace)(Hearts:4)(Clubs:Jack)(Clubs:6) 
 
Player 2's hand: 
(Spades:7)(Spades:Ace)(Diamonds:8)(Hearts:King)(Hearts:9) 
 
Start>> 
Player 1:  Diamonds Ace 
Player 2:  Spades 7 
P1's hand 
(Hearts:Ace)(Hearts:4)(Clubs:Jack)(Clubs:6) 
P2's hand 
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(Spades:Ace)(Diamonds:8)(Hearts:King)(Hearts:9)(Diamonds:Ace)(Spades:7) 
Player 1:  Hearts Ace 
Player 2:  Spades Ace 
P1's hand 
(Hearts:4)(Clubs:Jack)(Clubs:6) 
P2's hand 
(Diamonds:8)(Hearts:King)(Hearts:9)(Diamonds:Ace)(Spades:7)(Hearts:Ace)(Spades:Ace) 
The winner of Life N Death game is Player 2. Total round played: 2 
 

Sample Run# 4: 
 
Select which game you want to play, enter 1 or 2. 
1. Game of War 
2. Game of Life N Death 
> 5 
Invalid input! 
 
Select which game you want to play, enter 1 or 2. 
1. Game of War 
2. Game of Life N Death 
>  
 


